
 

  

Bulls Position in Teradyne into Earnings 

Ticker/Price: TER ($46) 
 

Analysis: 

Teradyne (TER) saw a lot of late day activity as 5,370 August $48 calls were bought to open $1.30 to $1.55.  TER 
does still have 3,300 August $43 puts in open interest from buys on 7/11 while also 1,475 January $45 calls that were 
bought back in May of 2018.  TER will report earnings on 7/23 and on the weekly shares forming a large cup and 
handle pattern that would measure to a target of $70 on a break above $50.  Looking at the 2019 trend shares 
pushed up to near $50 in May and have pulled back and based above the prior breakout while forming a smaller 
$41/$49 pattern that measures to a $57 target.  The $8B Co. focuses on Semiconductor test equipment and early 
peer reports from ASML/TSM have shown positive indications.  TER trades 15.75X Earnings, 3.8X Sales and 19.8X 
FCF with a strong balance sheet.  It has seen some headwinds with China trade worries and memory demand.  Last 
quarter TER saw record sensor tester sales due to the proliferation of cameras and smartphones, automotive, 
industrial and security applications expanding rapidly.  It is also seeing a ramp for test capacity for devices used in 
5G base stations and related infrastructure.  TER saw 35% sales growth in Industrial Automation last quarter driven 
by UR robot growth.  Analysts have an average target of $48.50 on shares and short interest at 4.5% of the float has 
been trending down and near a two-year low.  Cowen raised its target to $50 after last quarter noting impressive 
results amid a tough backdrop, and some of the big trends in test equipment should help the company.  DA 
Davidson has a $48 target seeing the emerging 5G ramp, improvement in Apple demand, and Industrial Automation 
in the early innings.  Hedge Fund ownership dipped 3.7% in Q1 filings. TER shares have closed more than 6.3% 
higher in three of its last four reports. 

Hawk Vision:  

 
Hawk’s Perspective: TER closed strong above a cluster of moving averages and the positioning one week 

out is ideal for being a solid earnings signal, a quality name that looks to have a lot of tailwinds.   

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 


